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Via its 2015 catalogue of industry mounting solutions, Edbak is hoping to bring residential
installers new and creative ideas for solutions. (And, of course, many residential installers now
compete for corporate or small business solutions.)

  

  

“Integrators love the catalogue because it shows various available products and solutions,” says
the company. “In some cases, our catalogue actually stimulates ideas that the integrators need
to solve their mounting problems. They come back from a client meeting and flip through the
catalogue to find an appropriate solution to a specific problem.”

  

Since 1992, Edbak has been solving mounting problems.  For example, ISE 2015 was Edbak’s
10th appearance at the show.

  

Edbak is a leading designer and maker of AV mounting display solutions and accessories: their
off-the-shelf range includes flat panel mounts, trolleys and stands, projector mounts,
desktop and tablet mounts, kiosks and environmental enclosures.

  

While corporate customers have included the office of Poland’s President as well as airports
(such as Dublin and Warsaw), shopping malls (the famous Blue City in Warsaw), retail
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(including Tesco),
transport (bus, railways and subways), stadiums (such as 
C&C Stadium Poznan
) and corporates (one good example is 
Roche
), there are numerous residsential solutions-- as well as the possibility for any bespoke
requirements.

  

Edbak is specialized and experienced in bespoke solutions via a dedicated custom design
service. Because of its location in central Europe, the company successfully competes in
cost-effectiveness against Asian competitors.

  

“Edbak has introduced the latest automated machine technologies with traditional techniques in
its ISO 9001 facilities, ensuring speed, flexibility and precision while retaining TUV certified
product quality," notes the company.

  

Go Edbak’s 2015 Catalogue of Solutions
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http://edbak.pl/images/pliki/edbak_catalogue_2015.pdf

